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T

he soaring popularity of enterprise mobility has led both
businesses and employees to seek mobile-first solutions. In fact,
it has become one of the top priorities for larger organizations
in strategizing their customer engagement and workforce
mobilization policies.
Digital transformation is steadily reshaping the traditional enterprise
mobility ecosystem into a ‘unified digital workplace.’ And as mobility
matures, business processes will be merging with overall IT planning and
operations to strengthen the foundation of the digital workplace.
The changing workplace dynamics—flexible working hours, the
ability to work from remote locations, and managing operations from
smartphones—have contributed to a surge in the bring your own device
(BYOD) phenomenon. With the growing corporate momentum of BYOD
and its demonstrated advantages in terms of mobility and productivity, the
trend is estimated to experience a strong push for adoption all through
2018.
Similarly, the advent of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning,
cloud computing, and the internet of things (IoT) is setting the stage for
the future of enterprise mobility. 2018 will see businesses heavily relying
on IoT devices for collecting relevant business information to formulate
important business decisions. Concurrently, AI will continue to gain
prominence by facilitating greater efficiency in the workplace, improving
interaction with human beings, and providing more and better data to
improve decision-making.
To help CIOs, CTOs, and CEOs find the right enterprise mobility
solution provider, a distinguished selection panel comprising CEOs, CIOs,
VCs, industry analysts, and CIO Applications’ editorial board has selected
companies that exhibit innovative technologies and approaches. We have
evaluated the vendors’ ability in building solutions and services that can
effectively yet economically help improve business operations, keeping
in mind flexibility and precision.
We present to you CIO Applications’ Top 25 Enterprise Mobility Solution
Providers 2017.
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Automating Mobile Integration

W

manually. Hence, the right toolset should
ith shifting work habits,
offer automated mechanisms to perform
where employees are
upgrades and updates every time the app,
willing to work from home
the operating system or the SDK updates.
or through their mobile
And lastly, it should utilize the simplest
devices, enterprise mobility management
method of implementation. “While mobile
(EMM) has become more essential than ever
integration is not a trivial task, it should also
before. Business and IT leaders have come
not take long to implement, owing to today’s
together to build a strategic and sustainable
competitive market,” mentions Tovar.
enterprise mobility strategy that transforms
Appdome’s AppFusion incorporates all
businesses to mobile-centric environments
Tom Tovar,
of these attributes and more. The cloudwithout compromising the customer
CEO
based service accelerates enterprise mobility
experience. However, integrating different
projects and allows multiple functions to be combined with a
services to mobile applications can be an arduous and tedious
single app. To add a service to an application, all a user needs
task. Traditionally, an enterprise would have had to go through
to do is go to the Appdome platform, select a specific service
the time-consuming process of finding an independent service
from the suite of services, and click to upgrade the application.
vendor (ISV) or a software development kit (SDK) for mobile
The platform integrates the service into the mobile application
integration service. With emerging technologies, however,
in about 22 seconds, without needing to write a single line of
Tom Tovar, CEO of Appdome notes, “Enterprises need to find
code. In addition, as part of Appdome’s commitment to the
new and innovative ways to continue their mobility journey.”
mobile industry, every application that is integrated through
Appdome leverages the power of automation to offer the firstAppdome also gets a suite of advanced app protection services—
of-its-kind “mobile integration as a service” solution. Its flagship
everything from code obfuscation, anti-tampering, antiproduct, the Appdome platform and its unique AppFusion
debugging, and others—free of charge.
technology, allows mobile developers and enterprise mobility
Tovar also points out that mobility is all about enablement.
professionals to seamlessly and quickly incorporate new
Integrating services to apps always comes with a number
functionalities to existing mobile apps without writing a single
of barriers. One of the greatest obstacles is architecting a
line of code.
solution amidst the diversity of mobile environments. The
other challenge that both developers as well as enterprise
The cloud-based service accelerates enterprise mobility professionals face is the intense pressure to integrate
mobility projects and allows multiple functions additional mobility services into applications. Applications
today are not standalone, single-purpose entities; rather, they
to be combined with a single app
have the capability to leverage several external services, such as
provisioning, policy controls, secure email and secure browsing.
Tovar recommends CIOs should consider three essential
“We, at Appdome, are attempting to solve all these predicaments
parameters when evaluating solutions to extend an EMM’s
through our platform by ‘templatizing’ mobile integration use
reach to the apps an enterprise needs. Foremost, can the toolset
cases,” says Tovar.
handle multiple use cases – including MDM and BYOD, internal
Presently, Appdome offers a range of mobility and security
to third-party apps, and more. Secondly, the software toolset
services for the EMM market. Tovar also shares that Appdome
should employ a dynamic integration model allowing DevOps
will soon be launching a category of mobile identity services
and product management to complete integrations. Tovar
that will provide verification and controls for frauds and antiexplains that the mobility journey does not end with the first
bots, along with public key infrastructure, and biometric and
implementation of EMM services to a mobile application; on
behavioral scanning. “We are not stopping there, we are also
the contrary, it is highly iterative and diverse which requires
planning to penetrate into areas such as analytics, payments,
toolsets that have the ability to deliver and support continuous
and advertising,” ends Tovar.
integration, something that is very complex when done
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